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INTRODUCTION 
A nonlinear integral equation of Hammerstein type is one of the form 
44 + J* 4% Y) f(Y? U(Y)) dY = h(x), 
where dx is a a-finite measure on the measure space Q; the real kernel K 
is given on J.2 x 52; f(r, r) is a given real-valued function on Q x R; 
h is a given function on Q; and we ask for a solution u from a given class 
of real-valued functions on Q. By a Hammerstein system, we mean an 
equation of the same form but with h and u r-vector functions for some 
positive integer Y, K a function from Q x Q to the (r x r)-matrices andf 
a function from $2 x W to 172’. 
If we formally introduce the two operators on functions z, and w, 
given by 
Fe4 = Jn 4x7 Y) V(Y) dYi hEfin> 
and 
(W(x) = f(x, w(x)); (XEJ-4 
the Hammerstein equation or system can be written formally as 
(I + m)(u) = h. 
To make precise mathematical sense out of this translation of the original 
integral equation in terms of functional analysis, we must ensure that the 
operator F (usually called the Niemitskyi operator) is well-defined on a 
given space Y of functions on Sz, and that for each element w  of Y, F(w) 
lies in a second space X of functions on IR. If the linear operator K maps 
the space X into the space Y, the composition KF of the two operators is 
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well-defined and maps Y into itself. Given h in the function space Y, the 
integral equation then asks for some u in Y such that (If KF)(u) = h. 
In the cases we consider below, we assume that Y is the conjugate 
space of X, Y = X* or, more generally, that there is a bilinear pairing of 
the two spaces X and Y given by 
(u, w) = s, U(X) . v(x) dx. 
In particular, we shall take X to beLq(Qn)l, 1 < 4 < + co, and Y = D(Q) 
wherep = q/q - 1, 1 <p < +co. 
In the present introductory discussion, we shall consider, for simplicity, 
only the case of scalar equations for which r = 1 and p = + 00. General 
results are stated and established in the body of the paper. 
We consider the following hypotheses: 
(i) f(r, r) satisfies the Caratheordory conditions, i.e., f(r, Y) is 
continuous in r for almost ally, and measurable in y for all fixed r. 
(ii) f(y, r) is monotone nondecreasing in T for fixed y. 
(iii) If for each fixed S, f,(r) = f(y, s), thenf, lies in LJ(Q). 
(iv) The linear operator K is bounded from L’(Q) into L”(Q). 
(v) For each v inLl(Q) 
(% 4 = s, k(x, y) o(y) PI(X) dx dy 3 0. 
Assumption (i) implies that the Niemitskyi operator F maps measurable 
functions into measurable functions. Assumption (ii) implies that if 
almost everywhere on Sz, then a.e. 
where by assumption (iii), fs, and fs lie in L’(Q). Hence for v in L”(D), 
F(o) lies in U(Q). Moreover, it follows from standard measure theory 
arguments that F is a continuous map of L”(Q) into LJ(Q), which carries 
bounded sets of L”(Q) into bounded (and even weakly compact subsets 
of L’(Q)). 
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In particular, the equation 
makes sense for h in L”(Q) and the unknown function u in L”(Q). 
THEOREM A. Under hypotheses (i) through (v), the equation 
(I + KF)(u) = h 
has exactly one solution u for each h in L”(Q). Moreover, (I + I@‘)-l is 
a continuous mapping from L”(O) to itself, i.e., u varies continuously with h. 
Let us note the two basic properties of the Niemitskyi operator F from 
which the result of Theorem A follows. The first is the fact that F is 
monotone, i.e., that for any u and v in La(Q): 
Indeed we have 
(F(u) - F(o), 24 - w) 2 0. 
since the two factors of the integrand have the same sign by assump- 
tion (ii). 
For the second principal property, we set 
CP(Y, y) = f ’ f(r, 4 ds. 
0 
Then y( y, r) is convex in Y for almost ally in Q, and for any Y and s, we 
have 
We introduce a real-valued functional j on L”(Q) by setting 
If we integrate the inequality 
dYJ U(Y)) - dY,4Y)) 3 (U(Y) - fqy)) f(y, w(y)) 
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over Q, for given u and v in,!,“(Q) we obtain 
Let U, v, and w  be three elements of L”(Q). Then 
i(u) --i(w) t (u - w,W4) 
j(w) -j(w) 3 (w - w, F(w)) 
j(w) -j(u) 2 (w - u,F(u)). 
Adding the three inequalities, we obtain 
0 2 (u - w, F(4) + (w - w, F(w)) + (w - % F(u)), 
a property introduced under the name of three-cyclic monotonicity in 
Rockafellar [18]. By an elementary algebraic manipulation, we may 
rewrite this property in the somewhat more perspicuous form 
(F(w) -F(u), w  - w) < (F(u) - F(w), u - a). 
A weaker property is the same inequality with a positive constant u 
introduced on the right-hand side: 
(F(w) - F(u), w  - w) < a(F(u) - F(w), II - w), 
a property that we call the angle-boundedness of the nonlinear operator F. 
The proof of Theorem A follows from Theorem 1 of Section 2. We 
shall give a simpler argument under more restrictive hypotheses below. 
An alternative set of hypotheses for the existence part of Theorem A 
is provided by replacing assumptions (ii), (iii), and (iv) by: 
(ii)’ There exists R > 0 and # inLl(52) such that for 1 r 1 > R 
Lf(Y> y) - t4Y>l . y 2 0. 
(iii)’ For each S > 0, there exists g, in Ll(Q) such that 
I f(Y, 41 G &5(Y); (YEQ) 
for 1 s 1 < S. 
(iv)’ K is a compact linear operator from C(Q) to Lao(Q). 
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THEOREM B. Under the hypotheses (i), (ii)‘, (iii)‘, (iv)‘, and (v), the 
equation 
u+KFu=h 
has at least one solution u in L”(Q)for each h in L”(Q). 
We remark that assumption (ii) implies that if we set +(y) = f(r, 0), 
then 
MY, r> - W)l * r 3 0. 
By assumption (iii), # lies in Ll(Q). Thus assumptions (ii) and (iii) imply 
(ii)‘. Similarly, (ii) and (iii) imply (iii)‘. On the other hand, assumption 
(iv)’ on K is stronger than assumption (iv). 
We shall give a proof of Theorem B based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Under hypotheses (ii)‘, (iii)’ and (v) there exists a function 
d$,f; r 2 0 depending on& on 4 II # IILW , II Kll, and IIgs IILW such 
u + KFu = h, 
then 
II UII p(Q) G P(II h IlfQJ 
Proof of the Lemma. Suppose u f KFu = h; then u + K(Fu - #) = 
h - K#. Set 
R, = m=@, II h - KIL IILmtn) + 11. 
We apply Fu - 4 to both sides of the equation and obtain 
(IL, Fu - #) + (K(Fu - C), Fu - #) = (h - K#,, Fu - 4). 
Since (KU, V) > 0 for all ZI in L’(Q) by (v), it follows that 
(u,Fu - 4) G II h - K# IIp IIFu - $ IILl . 
On the other hand 
(u, Fu - 4 = s, u(rMr> U(Y)) - W914~ 
zzz I , (PI),<R 4YNf(Y* U(Y)) - w41 dY ?J 1 
+ Lm? 4YMY9 U(Y)) - Ib(Y)l dY 1 
= I1 + I, . 
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For II we have the estimate 
For I, we have 
Proof of Theorem B. By (iv)‘, K is compact from I,l(J2) into L”(Q), 
while F is continuous and bounded fromL”(S)) to V(G). Hence, C = KF 
is a compact nonlinear mapping from L”(G)) to L”(G). By the Leray- 
Schauder principle [17] (see [9] for a detailed statement of the 
application), in order to show that the equation u + CU = h has a 
solution for a given h, it suffices to show that there exists M > 0 such 
that 
uA + AKFu, = h 
for any X with 0 < h < 1, satisfies the a priori inequality 
II UA Ilpmcn, < M. 
We can apply the lemma and note that the data of the lemma are uniform 
for any A in [0, I] since 11 AK 11 < II K I\. Hence, such a bound exists and 
the existence of the solution u of the equation 
follows 
u+KFu=h 
QED. 
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We shall give an extremely simple version of the proof of Theorem A 
under the following stronger hypothesis: 
(iii)# For each fixed s, f.(y) = f(y, s), then f, lies in L”(Q), while 
the measure of D is finite. 
Proof of Theorem A ander Assumption (iii)+. If (i), (ii), (iii)#, (iv), 
and (v) hold, the F maps L”(Q) into L”(Q). L”(Q) has a continuous 
imbedding in L2(9) while L2(J2) h as a continuous imbedding in Ll(Q). 
Hence, K can be considered as a bounded linear map of L2(Q) into itself. 
For each positive integer n, we set 
The functions fn(y, I) all satisfy the same hypotheses asf(y, r), while in 
addition 
lfn(Y, y)l G 12 
and 
fn(Y9 y) = f(Y? y) if IMY, y)l < 72. 
IJet EP)(Y) = f,(Y? W(Y)) f or w  in L2(Q). F, can be considered as a 
mapping from L2(Q) into itself. By standard arguments (see [9] for 
example) 
(I+ KFn)(%> = h 
has a solution u, in L2(IR) for a given h in L”(Q) and any n. Moreover, u, 
must lie in L”(s2) since K maps Ll(Q) into L”(Q) while u, = h - KF,(u,). 
Since the functions f, are bounded by f and are all monotone, it 
follows from the Lemma that there exists a constant M independent of 
n such that 
II u, II‘Q, G M* 
Hence 
Ifn(Y9 %z(YNl d If(Y, %&(Y))l d If(Y, WI + If(Y9 -WI 
G IlfMIIL~ + IlL4Il‘~ = MI. 
Therefore, if n > Ml , we have 
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which implies that fn( y, un( y)) = f( y, u,(y)). Consequently, 
II,, + KFu, = u, + KF,,u, = h, 
i.e., u, is a solution of 
u+KFu=h. 
The uniqueness of the solution u follows from the remark: Suppose 
Then 
u + KFu = h; v + KFv = h. 
and 
(u-v)+KFu-KFv=o, 
(u - v, Fu - Fv) + (KFu - KFv, Fu - Fv) = 0. 
Since K is monotone, 
Thus 
(KFu - KFv, Fu - Fv) > 0. 
However, 
(u - v,Fu -Fv) < 0. 
(u - 09 Fu - W = lo MY) - vbW(r, U(Y)) - fbc V(Y))) dy. 
Since the integrand is non-negative it follows that 
[U(Y) - V(Y)1 * if(Y, U(Y)) - f(Y, V(Y))) = 0 
for almost all y. Thus, there exist two subsets Sz, and Q, of Q such that 
Q - (In, u Q2) is of measure zero while the first factor vanishes on Q, 
and the second on a,. On IR, we have u(y) = o(y) so that 
f(Y, U(Y)) = f(Y, V(Y))- 
On Qa we have 
f(Y, U(Y)) = f(Y9 V(Y))- 
Hence, a.e. on IR we have 
f(Ys U(Y)) = f(Y, 4YN 
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i.e., Fu = Fv. Finally 
u=h-KFu=h-KFv=v. Q.E.D 
A number of the basic results of the present paper have been announced 
in the notes [4], [5], [6], and [7]. 
The structure of the body of the paper is summarized as follows: 
(1) Linear and nonlinear angle-bounded operators; (2) the main result; 
(3) existence proof when 1 < p < + co; (4) existence proof when 
p = + CD; (5) other approaches using monotone operators in non- 
reflexive spaces; (6) continuous dependence and stability; and (7) 
approximation methods, perturbation by compact operators. 
1. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR ANGLE BOUNDED OPERATORS 
Let X be a Banach space with norm 11 I/ and dual space X*. 
DEFINITION. A mapping A from X into 2x* is said to be angle- 
bounded (or a-angle-bounded) if there is a positive constant u such that 
for all u, v, w  
(Au - Aw, w - v) ,< o(Au - Av, u - v) (1) 
[as usual we mean that (1) holds for any section in A]. Choosing w  = v 
in (1) we see that (1) implies that A is monotone. 
When u = 1 we can rewrite (1) as 
(Au, u - w) + (Am, w - v) + (Av, v - u) > 0 
or, in other words, A is three-cyclically monotone. Since the sub- 
differential of a convex function is cyclically monotone (see [18]) it is 
one-angle-bounded. For linear operators the notion of angle-boundedness 
has been introduced by Amann [l] as: A linear monotone operator A 
from D(A) C X into X* is said to be angle-bounded if there is a constant 
a > 0 such that for all x, y E D(A) 
I(Ax, y) - (Ay, x)1 < 2a(Ax, x)1/z (Ay, y)l12. (2) 
The next proposition shows that the two notions coincide in the linear 
case. 
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PROPOSITION 1. If A is linear, (1) and (2) are epiwalent with 
(5 = i(az + 1). 
Proof. By making a shift, it is clear that since A is linear (1) is 
equivalent to 
(Ax, Y) d 4% 4 + CAY, Y> for all x,y E D(A). 
Replacing x by hx (X E R) we see that (3) is equivalent to 
I(-& r>l d qq2 (Ax, xy2 (4, yp2 for all x,y E D(A). 
Consider the symmetric bilinear form defined on H = D(A) by 
(3) 
(4) 
<X,Y) = -:[(&Y) + (AY, x)1- 
Without loss of generality we may consider ( , > as a scalar product 
(otherwise use H/N where N = (U E H; (u, u) = 0)). Let 1 u 1 = (u, ~)l/~. 
Since properties (1) and (2) involve only two vectors, we can always 
assume that dim H < + co (or even dim H = 2). We use now a 
technique introduced in [ 1 I]. 
Define a linear operator T from H into H by 
(TX, Y> = (Ax, Y) for all x, y l H. 
Let S = T - I; so that S is antisymmetric (with respect to (, )) since 
<SX,Y) = (A&Y) - (x, Y> = SK&Y) - VY, 41. 
Notice that (Ax, x) = (x, x) so that (4) is equivalent to 
for all x, y E H, 
i.e., 1 T ( < 2 2/a. 
Also, (2) is equivalent to 
I<SX~Y>I G a 1x1 IY I for all x, y E H, 
i.e., 1 S 1 < a. 
On the other hand 
1 TX I2 = (x + Sx, x + Sx) = 1 x I2 + I Sx I2 
and therefore ( T I2 = 1 + 1 5’ 12. 
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Remark. Choosing c = 1 in (1) we see that A is three-cyclically 
monotone if and only if it satisfies (2) with a = 1/3 = tg(rr/3). This 
result follows also from a theorem of Asplund [2] who has actually 
proven that a linear operator A is n-cyclically monotone if and only if it 
satisfies (2) with a = tg(r/n). 
We indicate now some elementary properties of nonlinear angle- 
bounded operators. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be anglebounded and hemi-continuous from X 
to X*. Let u, a E X be such that 
(Au - Ao, u. - w) = 0. 
Then Au = Av. 
Proof. By (1) we have, for all w E X 
(Au - Aw, w  - w) < 0. 
Choosing w = v + tx, t > 0, we get 
(Au - A(w + tx), x) > 0. 
As t -+ 0, we obtain (Au - Av, 3) > 0 for all x E X, and therefore 
Au = Av. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a-angle-bounded and bounded from X to X*. 
Then, for every p > 0 and u E X we have 
P II Au II G 4Au - AR 4 + P ,Q;! II Aw II. (5) 
x 0 
Proof. In (1) we choose v = 0 and so 
P II Au II = ,,y (4 4 < o(Au - AO, 4 + p ;i~~ II Aw II. 
u’ P 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let Q be a o-finite measure space. Let 1 < p < + 00. Let K be a 
mapping from Lp’(Q; W) into Lp(S; !lP) such that: 
K is monotone. 
K is hemicontinuous (i.e., the restriction of K to every segment 
is continuous to the weak topology of La(S& W), or weak, * 
topology when p = +co). 
K maps bounded sets into bounded sets. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
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Let f(X, r): Sz x Iw” -+ Rn satisfy the Caratheodory conditions (i.e., 
f is measurable in x and continuous in r) and let (I%)(x) = f(q U(X)) be 
the corresponding Niemytski operator. We make on f the assumptions: 
For a.e. x E 52, r -+ f(~, r) is u-angle-bounded. (9) 
For 1 < p < +oo, there exists a constant c1 and a function 
c,, EL”‘(Q) such that 1 f(~, r)l < c1 1 r 1*--l + co(x), for a.e. x E Q 
and every Y  E !R”. (1% 
Whenp = + co, we modify the assumption as follows 
For every R > 0, there existsgR(X) ELI(Q) such that 
1 f(~, r)j < gR(.z) for a.e. x E Q and every 1 r I < R. w%o 
Assumption (lo), (1 < p < + co) implies that F is continuous from 
D(Q; R”) into LP’(Q; R?) and maps bounded sets into bounded sets 
(see, e.g. [16]). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that hypotheses (6)-(lo), are satz’sJed for some 
1 < p < + co. Then, for every v E Lp(Q; W), there exists a unique 
u E Lp(sZ; W) solution of the equation 
II + KFu = v. (11) 
Proof of Uniqueness. Assuming ur and ua are solutions of (1 l), we have 
u1 - uB f KFu, - KFu, = 0. 
By the monotonicity of K we obtain 
(Ul - % > Fu, - Fu,) = 0. 
We conclude from Proposition 2 that Fu, = Fu, . Thus, KFu, = KFu, 
and u1 = u2 . 
3. EXISTENCE PROOF WHEN 1 < p < + co 
The next lemma is a standard tool from the theory of monotone 
operators; see [g], (a generalization of Lemma 1 is proved in the 
Appendix). 
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LEMMA 1. Let V be a reflexive Banach space. Let A be a monotone 
hermicontinuous operator from V into V*. Let BR = {f E V*; 11 f 11 < R} 
and suppose that for every R > 0 the set (u E V; Au n BR # 0) is 
bounded. Then R(A) = V*. 
Existence proof of Theorem 1 when 1 < p < + co. By a shift, we can 
always assume that f (x, 0) = 0 and that KO = 0 [note that (11) can be 
written as u + xl% = 6 where IRk, = Fw - FO, l?w = K(w + FO) - KFO, 
and 6 = v - KFO]. Equation (11) is equivalent to the following system: 
Find u E Lp(Q; W) and h E LP(Q; W) such that 
Fu-h=O (14 
u +Kh = v. (13) 
Clearly the operator A: [u, h] t-+ [Fu - h, u + Kh] is monotone hemi- 
continuous from V = LP(Q; W) X LP’(O; W) into 
v* = D’(QR; UP) x q?; UP). 
Also A satisfies the assumption of Lemma 1. Indeed, suppose 
Fu-h =fi and u +Kh =fi, 
where [fi , fi] remains bounded in V*. 
Thus, we have u + K(Fu - fi) = fi and hence 
(u,Fu) + (K@ -j&F4 = (fi , W. 
By the monotonicity of K we obtain 
(K(Fu -h), W > (K(-fJ, W 
From Proposition 3 we deduce that, for every p > 0 
Therefore 
p IlFu IILc < a(& 4 + p ,,lus,“p IlFw IL”, . 
p=l’ 
; II 8’~ IL=‘. < Ilh - W-f&. II Fu IILc + ; ,,;v, II Fw lip, . 
Lp- 
(14) 
Choosing p > u I/ f2 - K(-fi)/lLp we get a bound for 11 Fu /IL,, in terms of 
fi and fi - 
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Using (14) we see that [u, h] remains bounded in V. We conclude 
from Lemma 1 that A is onto. 
Remark. To bound (IA ljLDS we could also use the following. 
LEMMA 2. Assume (9) and (lo), hold. Then, there exists a constant 
OL > 0 and a function d, ELI(Q) such that, for u.e. x E Q and ewery r E W 
Proof of Lemma 2. We apply Proposition 3 with Au = f (x, u) and 
p = K 1 f (x, u)jll@--l), K > 0 being a constant to be determined later. 
Thus we obtain 
i.e., 
K I f(X, u>l”’ < a% 4 - f(% O), 4 + P(wp-l + 44) 
K If@, 41”’ < Q(x, u) -AX, Oh u) + c,Kp lf(~, 4” 
+ K I f(x, u)lll(~--l) c,,(x). 
Now we choose K small enough so that K - clKp > 0 and then use the 
fact that 
K If@, z#/(~-~’ co(x) 9 E If@, u)l”’ + C(E) c&)p’. 
4. EXISTENCE PROOF WHEN p = + co 
To prove existence in Theorem 1 when p = + co, one can replace F 
by F, and then pass to the limit as n + + co. 
We shall use the following lemmas 
LEMMA 3. Giwen g E Ll(Q) with g >, 0 on Q, the set 
{u ELl(52); 1 u(x)] < g(x) a.e. on Q} 
is weakly compact and weakly sequentially compact. 
For the proof of Lemma 3, see e.g. [13], Theorem 9, p. 293. Lemma 3 
is also a consequence of Lemma 9 which is proved later. 
LEMMA 4 (see [3]). Let Y and 2 be two Bunuch spaces in duaZity 
such that (z, y) = 0 for all y E.Y implies z = 0. Let M be a monotone 
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hemicontinuous mapping from Y into 2. Let (y,J be a sequence in Y such 
that yn conwerges weakly to y [i.e., for the ,(Y, 2) topology] and My,, 
con-verges weakly to x [i.e., for the ~(2, Y) topology] and 
Then My = z and (My,, y,} -+ (x, y). 
Proof of Lemma 4. By the monotonicity of M we have for every v E Y 
i.e., 
<MY,-J&Y,--v) 30 
<MY,--v,y,-Y+Y--v) 2:. 
Passing to the limit we obtain 
(z-Mv,y-v) 20. 
Choosing v = y + tw, t > 0 in (16), dividing by t and letting t 
we get My = z. Taking e, = y in (15) we see that 
lim infW% , m> > b, Y> 
and therefore (Mm , ym) + (x, y). . 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a Banach space and let K: X-+ X* 
(15) 
(16) 
+ 0, 
F: X* + X be two monotone hemicontinuous mappings. Let (yn} C X* and 
{&J C X be two sequences such that 
tpn converges to p7 in the weak * topology 
z+bn converges to (/, in the weak topology 
FP~ converges to 5 in the weak topology 
K#,, converges to 7 in the weak * topology 
lim sup(h - s&4 + W, , #, - 4)) < 0 
ThenFy = eandK# = 7. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Apply Lemma 4 with Y = Xx x X, 2 = X x X* 
and M = F x K. 
Let Q’ CD be such that meas(Q - Sz’) = 0 and for all x E LR), 
Y t-tf(x, Y) is monotone and continuous. Thus, for every x E 52’ and 
607/18/2-z 
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h > 0 we can define the resolvent L(x, r) and the Yosida approximation 
h(x, 4 i.e., for every r G R”, Jh(x, r) is the unique solution of 
lA(X, y) + vf(x> JA(X, y)) = y 
and 
fA(X, y) = f(X9 I&, y)). 
LEMMA 6. For every r E IF!” and X > 0, the mapping x t+fA(x, r) is 
measurable. So in particular, fA(x, r) satisfies the Caratheodory conditions. 
Proof of Lemma. It is sufficient to show that u(x) = Jn(x, r) is 
measurable in x. We are going to use Lusin’s characterization of 
measurability. Let 9 be a dense denumerable subset of IF!“. Given E > 0 
there is a subset Sz, C 52’ such that meas(Q’ - Q,) < E, and for every 
r E 9, x t-+f (x, r) is continuous on 52, . We are going to prove now that 
x I--t u(x) is continuous on !2, . 
Suppose xk ---f x in 9,; for every s E 9, we have 
i.e., 
This implies that u(xk) remains bounded as K -+ + co and we choose a 
subsequence k, -+ +co such that u(xk,) --f 1. At the limit we have for 
every s E 9 
i 
+ -f(X, s), 1 - s) >, 0 
which implies by density that for every s E [wn 
( q - f(X, s), 1 - s) > 0 
and so 1 + Af (x, I) = r, i.e., I = JA(x, r) = u(x). By the uniqueness of 
the limit we conclude that u(xk) -+ u(x) and so u is continuous on Q. 
Proof of Theorem 1 when p = + co (existence). As in the proof for 
the case 1 < p < + co, we can always assume that f (x, 0) = 0 and 
KO = 0. Let $2, be an increasing sequence of subsets of finite measure of 
Sz such that Uz==, & = Q. Let xn be the characteristic function of Sz, . 
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Let F, be the Niemytski operator associated with the Yosida approxima- 
tionf,,,(x, Y). The equation 
un + x,&xnFnW = xnv (17) 
has a solution by Theorem 1 applied withp = 2. Indeed K, = xnKxn is 
monotone hemicontinuous and bounded from L2(s2; IF) into itself. Also 
I hh 4 I G n I y I and h ence satisfies (5),; jr/,(x, Y) is angle-bounded 
since 
4f&4 -h(v)> u - v> = +X4 -h(v), u - JAM + JAu - 1~ + 1~ - 4 
2 (h(4 -f&9, Jnw - 1~4 + uh If&4 -f&Y 
2 CM4 -h(w), w - 4 
The last inequality is equivalent to 
u I.w - W)l” 2 uA(4 - hWA4 -m), 
which clearly holds true when u > i. Multiplying (17) through by 
FJuJ, using Proposition 3 with p > u II z, IILm and assumption (lo), we 
obtain 
or 
P j-, I F&d dx G 4xnv F&n) + P s, go(x) dx 
Hence Fn(u,) remains bounded in L1; going back to (17) we see that u, 
remains bounded in L”. Therefore, by assumption (IO), , there is a 
function g E L’(Q) such that a.e. on Q 
We apply now Lemma 5 with 
s&4 = I~,&, G4) and Ah9 = xnF&n). 
Since u, is bounded in L”, we can extract a subsequence, denoted again 
by u, such that u, converges to u in the weak * topology of L”. Since 
I sdx)l G I u,W and I ~44 - u&4 = (l/4 I W44)I d U/4 d4, 
we conclude that vn converges also to u in the weak * topology of L”. By 
Lemma 3, we can assume that F(v,) = Fn(u,) converges to 1,4 in L1. 
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It follows from Lebesgue’s theorem that #, = x$‘,(u,) converges 
weakly to 4 in L1. We can also assume that K#, and xnK$, converge 
to 7 = v - u in the weak * topology of L”. 
Finally, 
and 
lim SUP@P, - ~,Fv,) + (K& 7 lCln - #>) < -(u, 1cI) - (7, $4 + (v, +) = 0. 
We conclude by Lemma 5 that /I = Fu and q = v - u = K#, i.e., 
u + KFu = a. 
5. OTHER APPROACHES USING MONOTONE OPERATORS IN 
NONREFLEXIVE SPACES 
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of the following abstract 
result. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Banach space. Let K be a monotone hemi- 
continuous mapping from X to X* that maps bounded sets into bounded sets. 
Let F be an angle-bounded hemicontinuous mapping from X* into X such 
that 
F maps bounded sets of X* into weakly compact subsets of X. (18) 
Then, for every f E X”, there exists a unique solution u E X* of the equation 
u+KFu=f. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following Lemma, which 
extends to the nonreflexive case a well-known result (see [8], 
Theorem 7.1). 
LEMMA 7. Let X be a Banach space and let T be a monotone mapping 
from X* to 2x. Let F be a monotone hemicontinuous mapping from X* to 
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X satisfying (17). Let G C X* be convex and weak * compact. Then there 
exists u E G satisfying 
(Fu + w, v - u) 2 0 for all [v, w] E G(T), with v E G. 
Proof of Lemma 7. Using Zorn’s lemma, we may assume without 
loss of generality that T is maximal monotone from G to 2x. Let (G&, 
be the family of all finite-dimensional convex subsets of G, ordered by 
inclusion. It follows from Debrunner and Flor’s lemma (see [S]) that 
there exists ui E Gi such that 
(Fq + w, v - ui) > 0 for all [v, w] E G(T) with v E Gj . 
Let QDi = Ujad [ui , Fui]; by the finite intersection property we can find 
an element [u, h], which belongs to nis, Gi where Si denotes the closure 
of Qi in the (weak *) x (weak) topology. 
Using the monotonicity of F, we have for all x E X* 
(FUj , v) + (w, v - Uj) 3 (FUj ) x) + (Fx, uj - x). 
At the limit we obtain 
i.e., 
(h, v) + (w, v - u) 3 (h, x) + (Fx, u - x), 
(w + h, v - u) > (Fx - h, u - x) for all [v, w] E G(T) and all x E X*. 
Choosing x = u in (19) we see that [u, -h] E G(T) and also 
(Fx - h, x - u) 2 0 
for all x E X*; hence Fu = h. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Uniqueness can be obtained easily, as in the 
proof of Theorem 1. To prove existence we apply Lemma 7 with 
G = B, = (v E X*; I/ v 11 < R> (R is to be determined later) and 
TV = --K-l(f - v). Without loss of generality we may assume (as in 
the proof of Theorem 1) that FO = KO = 0. By Lemma 7 there exists 
u E BR satisfying 
(Fu - w, v - u) > 0 
for all [v, w] such that 11 et 11 < R and v + Kw = f, i.e., 
(Fu-w,f-Kw-u)>O 
for all w  E X such that 11 Kw - f 11 < R. 
(19) 
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Taking w  = 0 in (19) (provided R > ]I f 11) we obtain (I%, U) < (Fu,f). 
We deduce from Proposition 3 that I( FU I] < M, M depending only on 
l]f]\ (in particular, M is independent of Ii). 
Now fix R > SU~,,~,,~~+~ 11 Kw - f 11; we can choose w  = w1 = Fu + tE 
0 < t < 1, 5 E X, /I 5 I( < 1 in (19) so that (S,f- Kw, - u) < 0. 
Passing to the limit as t -+ 0, we get u + KFu = f. 
A weaker version of Theorem 2 has been proved by the authors in [5] 
using a totally different argument. We describe here briefly the method 
of [S]. 
THEOREM 2’. The conclusion of Theorem 2 holds true sf we replace 
(18) by the assumption 
F maps bounded sets of X* into bounded sets of X and for every 
k > 0 the set 
{F~;uEX*,~~F~II <kand(Fu,u) <k} 
is contained in a convex weakly compact subset of X. 
(20) 
First note that assumption (20) is stronger than (18); however 
Theorem 2’ can still be used to prove Theorem 1. More precisely, we 
have the following. 
LEMMA 8. Assume (9) and (lo), hold. Then (Fu)(x) = f(x, u(x)) 
satis$es (20) with X = Ll(Q; W). 
The proof of Lemma 8 relies on the next lemma, which is essentially 
due to Dunford and Pettis. Closely related results can be found in [13] 
and [14]. 
LEMMA 9. Let {Q 2, dx} be a positive o-finite measure space. Let g be 
a bounded subset of L1(Q) satisfying 
(i) For every E > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that I fs f dx I < E for 
all S E Z with meas S < 6 and all f E 9. 
(ii) For every E > 0, there exists Q, E .Z such that meas Q, < 00 and 
JsaPn, / f I dx -=c E for all f E F. 
Then the weak closure of 9 in Ll(sZ) is weakly compact. Thus, by 
Eberlein-Smulian Theorem (see, e.g. [13, p. 4301) F is also weakly 
sequentially compact. 
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Proof of Lemma 9. We make the canonical identification of L’(Q) 
with a subspace of (L”(Q))*. S ince 9 is bounded, all we have to show 
is that the weak * closure of 9 in (L”(Q))* is contained in L’(Q). 
Let g be given in the weak * closure of 9 in (L”(Q))* and define 
CL(E) = <g, XE) for EEZ, 
(xE denotes the characteristic function of E). We are going to show that 
p is a finite signed measure on 22 which is absolutely continuous with 
respect to dx. Using the Radon-Nikodym theorem (see, e.g. [13, p. 1761) 
we conclude that g E Ll(Q). 
Clearly, p is finitely additive. Also p is absolutely continuous with 
respect to dx. Indeed, for simplicity, denote m(E) = JE dx for E E Z. By 
(i) we know that I(f, xs)[ < E for all 5’ E 2 with m(s) < 6 and for all 
f E F. Therefore we get / p(S)/ = /(g, xs>l < E for all S E 2 with 
m(S) < 6. 
Observe that by (ii), 1 p(S)/ < E for all S E Z such that S n 8, = M. 
Now we are going to prove that p is countably additive. 
Consider a sequence (Ei) E 2 such that Ei n EI, = o for j # k and 
let E = (Jj”=, Ej . Given E > 0, let Q, E 2 be as in (ii) and let 
E,’ = Ej n l& ; E; = Ei n (~2 - ~2,) 
E'=EnSZ,; E” = En (L? - f&). 
Since m(E’) = Cj”=, m(Ej’) < + co, there is an integer N such that 
‘f m(Ej’) = m ( fi Ei) < 8 for n >, N. 
j=n+1 i-n+1 
But 
PP) =+T) +P(pi) 
P(E) = AE’) + P(E”). 
Therefore 
for n > N. 
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Proof of Lemma 8. Let 
By Proposition 3, we have for every p > 0 
s, I I+ I dx < ; k + 5, g,(x) dx. 
Given E > 0, we first choose p > 0 large enough so that (a/p)K < 42 and 
then 6 > 0 small enough so that meas S < 6 implies &g,,(x) dx < 42. 
Similarly we choose Q, with meas Sz, < 00 such that SD+ gp(x) dx -=c 42. 
In order to prove Theorem 2’ one can use the following. 
LEMMA 10 (see [S]). Let X be a Banach space. Let K be a monotone 
hemicontinuous mapping from X into X” that maps bounded sets into 
bounded sets. Let M be a maximal monotone mapping from X to 2x’ such 
that 0 E MO and for each m > 0 the set 
A, = (x E X; there exists y E M(x) such that (y, x) < m 1) x II} 
is contained in a convex weakly compact subset of X. Then R(M+ K) = X*. 
Proof of Theorem 2’. We introduce h = Fu as a new unknown, so 
that the equation u + KFu = f is equivalent to F-U + Kh EJ f. M = F-l 
is maximal monotone from X to 2x*. The set A, coincides with 
A,’ = (Fu; u E X*, (Fu, u) < M )/ Fu II}< 
By Proposition 3, there is a constant k such that 11 Fu 1) < k whenever 
Fu E A,‘. It follows from (20) that A,, ’ is contained in a convex weakly 
compact subset of X. 
6. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE AND STABILITY 
THEOREM 3. We make the assumptions of Theorem 2 and also that 
F is strongly continuous from X * to X. Then F(I + KF)-l is strongly 
continuous from X* to X and (I + KF)-l is demicontinuous (i.e., continuous 
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from X* strong to X* weak *). If, in addition, K is strongly continuous 
from X to X*, then (I + KF)-l is strongly continuous from X* to X. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Letu+KFu=fandv+KFv=g.Wehave 
(Fu-Fv,u-v) <(f-g,Fu-Fv). 
Let w  be the modulus of continuity of F at u, i.e., 11 Fw - Fu 11 < 
~(11 w  - u [I) for all w  E X* and w(r) -P 0 as r -+ 0. 
Since F is angle-bounded we have for all w  E X* 
(Fv-Fw,w-u),(a(Fu-Fv,u-v)<aj/f-g/jl/lFu-FvIj. 
Hence 
(Fv--u,w--u)~lIJFw--ullIlw--ll+~llf-gllIIFu--VII 
G II w - u II 4 w - u II) + = llf - g II IlFu - Fv II. 
Choosing w  = u + 5 and 11 [ 11 = h we obtain 
When h = 2a 11 f - g II we get 
This proves that F(I + KF)-l is strongly continuous. Finally, note 
that (1+ KF)-l = I - KF(I + KF)-I, and since K is continuous from 
X to X* weak *, we conclude that (I+ KF)-1 is demicontinuous 
(resp. strongly continuous when K is strongly continuous). 
Remark. Estimate (21) shows that F(I + KF)-l is Holder continuous 
(resp. Lipschitz continuous) when F is. If, in addition, K is Holder 
continuous (resp. Lipschitz continuous) so is (I + KF)-I. 
Along the same line one can prove the fohowing. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let w  be a monotone increasing continuous function 
from Iw, to Iw, such that w( + co) = + CO. Assume A: X---t X* is a angle- 
bounded and for all u, v E X, (I Au - Av 11 < w(i/ u - v 11). Then, for all 
U,VEX 
a(Au - Av, u - v) b 4 Ij Au - Av (j CO-‘(4 )( Au - Av II). 
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In particular, if A is Lipschitz continuous with constant L, then we 
have, for all U, YJ E X 
o(Au - Aw, ZJ - v) 3 & I/ Au - Ao /12. 
Proof. We have 
(22) 
(Au - Ao, w - v) < (Aw - Av, w - v) + o(Au - Av, u - v). 
Choosing w  = v + 5 with 11 5 (1 = h we get 
X 11 Au - Aw I/ < ha(X) + o(Au - Av, II - w). 
Let h, be such that w(&) = *II Au - Av 11; then we have 
u(Au - Av, u - u) > (h,/2) 1) Au - AU /I. 
Remark. Inequality (22) was first noticed by Hess [15] in the case 
of linear-bounded angle-bounded operators. 
Actually, (I + KF)-l d p d e en s continuously on F and K. More 
precisely we have: 
PROPOSITION 5. We make the assumptions of Theorem 2. Let f E X* 
and let u = (I + KF)-If. Let {K,) and {F,) be sequences of operators 
satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2 (with a uniform angle-boundedness 
constant u for the Fn’s). We assume that 
For every bounded set B in X, 6 K,(B) is bounded in X* and 
for every bounded set B* in X*, 6 F,(B*) is bounded in X. 
n=1 
(23) 
For every sequence {xn} in X such that x, -+ Fu in X, then K,x, -+ KFu. 
(24) 
For every sequence (y,,) in X* such that yn + u in X, then F,,m -+ Fu. 
(25) 
Conclusion. If fn --f f in X” and u, = (I + K,F,)-lf,, , then u, --+ u. 
Remark. In particular, if we have a one-parameter family of operators 
(KI} and (F,}, 0 < t < 1, satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2 (with 
uniform angle-boundedness constant (T for the F,). We assume that K, 
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(resp. F,) is continuous and bounded on [0, l] x X (resp. [0, I] x X*). 
Then for every f E X*, (I + I&8’,)-ff is continuous in t. 
Proof of Proposition 5. By the monotonicity of K, we have 
i.e., 
(K,F,,u, - K,,F,O, F,,u, - F,O) 2 0 
(f,, - u, - K,F,O, F,,u,, - F,O) >, 0. 
On the other hand, by Proposition 3 we have for all p > 0 
Choosing p large enough we see that )I Fnu, 11 is bounded, and so is ]I u, 11 .
Next we have 
i.e., 
(K,,F,u, - K,,Fu, F,u,, - Fu) > 0 
(u,--++tL,,F,u,--F,u+h,) GO, (26) 
where & = F,u - Fu, pn = u - fTL - K,Fu so that 11 A, Ij -+ 0 and 
j/ pW I/ -+ 0. Therefore, it follows from (26) that 
E, = (un - u, F,u, -F,& --+ 0. 
Finally, let un(r) = ~up~~,,-~~~.,~ 1) F,v - F,u ]I and note that 
pi co&) = 0 
r+O 
(use (25)). By the proof of Proposition 4, we have for every h > 0 
A IIFnun - F,zu II ,< hn(h) + @‘nun - Fnu, u, - u). 
Taking A = 42% we obtain 
II Fnun - Frau II < ~n((4~‘~> + ~GP. 
Hence Fnu, --t Fu and u, = fn - KnFnu, satisfies u, --f f - KFu = u. 
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7. APPROXIMATION METHODS, PERTURBATION BY COMPACT OPERATORS 
We shall now use the result of Proposition 5 of the preceding section 
to establish results concerning two topics of independent interest with 
respect to Hammerstein systems, i.e.: 
(a) The convergence of suitably defined Galerkin approximations. 
(b) The existence of a Leray-Schauder theorem for compact 
perturbations of our previously considered Hammerstein operators. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a separable Banach space, {P,] a sequence of 
bounded linear mappings of X into X such that P,” = P, , each P, has 
jkite-dimensional range, andfor each x in X, P,x ---t x as n --f CO. Let Y be 
a closed subspace of the conjugate space X* of X, and suppose that for each y 
in Y, P,*(y) -+ y as n -+ 00. 
Consider the Hammerstein equation (I + KF)(u) = y for a given 
y E Y, where K is a continuous bounded monotone mapping of X into Y, 
while F is a continuous monotone mapping of X* into X such that F is 
angle-bounded and maps bounded sets into weakly compact sets. If Y, 
is the (finite-dimensional) range of Pn*, we define the nth Galerkin 
approximation {un} for our given Hammerstein equation by setting 
(de2 (I+ KaFn)(%> = p,*(Y), 
where K, = P,*KP, maps the range X, of P, into Y, , and F, = 
P,FP,* maps Y, into X, . 
Then: 
(I) For each n, the Galerkin approximation (g), defines an unique 
element 24, of X, . 
(II) As n --t co, U, converges strongly in X* to the unique solution 
u of the equation (I + KF)(u) = y. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since P,(x) converges for each x in X, it follows 
that there exists a constant M such that [I P, I[ f 2M for all n, and hence 
1) P,* 1) < M for all n. Thus the mappings K, and F, are uniformly 
bounded independently of n. Moreover, each K, and F, is monotone 
since 
(IQ - K,,v, u - v> = (KP,,u - KP,,v, P,u - P,v> > 0, 
P’nw - F,y, w -y> = (FP,,*w - FP,*y, P,*w - P,,*y> > 0. 
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Similarly, each F, is angle-bounded with the same constant of angle- 
boundedness as the mapping F itself. Indeed, for y, w, z in X*, we have 
(F,w - F,z, z - y> = <FPn*w - FP,,*x, P,*z - P,*y> 
< o(FP,*w - FP,*y, P,*w - P,,*y> 
< @+,,w - F,,Y, w - y>. 
It follows that conclusion (I) about the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of the Galerkin approximating equation (g), is a special case 
of our general result for operator8 of Hammerstein type, while the solu- 
tion u, of the equation (taken as an equation in X*) must be of the form 
u, = P,,*y - Pn*(KP,,FPn*u,) 
i.e., u, lies in Y, . 
To obtain conclusion (II) about the convergence of the approximation 
(un} to the solution u of the original equation, we note that since 
?I = y - KF(u), where y lies in the subspace Y and K maps all of X into 
the subspace Y, u lies in Y. We shall now show that the sequences of 
operators {KS} and {F,) satisfy the conditions of Proposition 5 of the 
preceding section. The only conditions that remain to be verified are 
those concerning the convergence of K, to K and of F, to F. These are: 
(a) If {xJ is a sequence in X converging to F(u) strongly in X, then 
J&(x,) converges strongly to K(F(u)). 
(b) If (yJ is a sequence in X* converging strongly to u, then F,( yn) 
converges strongly to F(u). 
For the proof of (a), we note that 
KC4 - W(u)) 
= U’,*-&n) - Pn*Kp,(F(u))) + (P,*KP,(F(u)) - KF(u)). 
For the term in the first bracket, we have 
II Pn*W&J - W4111 d M II KP&J - KWII, 
while 
II =‘n(x,J - W4l- 0 (n + ~0) 
since K is assumed to be continuous while 
II p&a - Wll d II PA - PJWll + II P,F(4 - WI 
,< M II *,a - WI + II PJW - Wll + 0. 
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For the term in the second bracket, we see that KF(u) lies in Y since K 
maps all of X into Y. Since P,F(u) converges strongly to F(u) in X, it 
follows that KP,F(u) converges strongly to KF(u) in Y. Thus, 
as n goes to infinity, by our assumption that for each w  in Y, P,*w 
converges strongly to w. Thus the proof of (a) is complete. 
For the proof of (b), we note first that the purported limit u lies in Y. 
Thus 
Since yn converges strongly to u and the latter element lies in Y, 
II pn*(Y?J - II u ---t 0 as n -+ co. Hence by the continuity of F, 
II Fpn*(yn) - w4ll --+ 0. 
Finally, 
II ~a4 - Wll -+ 0. 
Hence Fn(u,) converges strongly to F(u), and the proof of assertion (b) 
is complete. 
Thereby, we may apply Proposition 5 and obtain the desired conclusion 
of Theorem 4. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a Banach space, X* its conjugate space. For 
each t in the interval [0, 11, let K, be a continuous monotone mapping of 
X* into X, C, a compact mapping of X* into X*. Suppose that each F, 
maps bounded sets into weakly compact sets and is angle-bounded with a 
uniform constant of angle-boundedness. If we deJne the mappings K, F, and 
c bY 
K: [0, l] x X-t X*; K(4 x) = &(4 (x E X); 
F: [0, l] x X* + X; F(t, 4 = Ft(u), (u E x*>; 
c: [O, l] x X” + x; C(t, u) = G(u), (u E X”), 
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then K, F, and C are continuous, while for any bounded subsets B, and B, 
of X and X*, respectively, K([O, I] x B,) is bounded in X*, F([O, l] x B,) 
is bounded in X, and C([O, l] x B,) is relatively compact in X*. 
Let U be an open subset of X* and for u on the boundary of U and for 
a given y in X*, suppose that the equation (I + K,F, + C,)(u) = y has 
no solutions for any t in [0, 11. Suppose further that C, = 0, and that 
the equation (I + K,,F,)(u) = y h as a solution u in the set U itself. 
Then for any t in [0, 11, the equation 
(I+ KtFt + G)(u,) = Y 
has a solution u1 in U. 
Proof of Theorem 5. For the case in which K, = 0 for all t in [0, l] 
Theorem 5 reduces to the classical continuation theorem of Leray- 
Schauder [17]. We shall reduce the general result to the Leray-Schauder 
theorem by applying Proposition 5 of the preceding section in the form 
described in the Remark appended to that Proposition in which the 
continuous parameter t replaces the original sequential form. 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5, the mapping R given by 
R: [0, l] x X* + X* 
R(t, 4 = (I+ KtFt)-1 (4 
is a continuous bounded mapping of [0, l] x X* into X*. In particular, 
the mapping h of [0, l] x X* into [0, 11 x X* given by 
44 4 = (6 (1 + JGFd(4) 
is a homeomorphism that maps bounded sets on bounded sets. The map 
h maps [0, l] x U into an open subset of [0, l] x X*, which we shall 
call V. For each t in [0, 11, Y, = {x; [t, x] E V> coincides with Ryl( U), 
and its boundary coincides with the image of the boundary of U under 
the mapping R;l = (I + K,F,). F or u in cl(U), u is a solution of the 
equation 
if and only if v = (I + K,F,)(u) is a solution of the equation 
vi G&)(4 = Y 
We may now apply the Leray-Schauder theorem to the family of 
mappings (I+ CA), and obtain the conclusion of Theorem 5. Q.E.D. 
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APPENDIX: MONOTONE OPERATORS WITH BOUNDED INVERSE IN 
NONRBFLEXIVE SPACES 
Let X be a Banch space and let A: X* --t 2x be a maximal monotone 
operator such that A-l is locally bounded. It is not known whether A is 
onto. However, we can prove it under special hypotheses. One such 
particular case is where D(A) = X* and A is single-valued and hemi- 
continuous. 
THEOREM I. Let A be a monotone hemicontinuous map from X* into 
X such that A-l is locally bounded. Then R(A) = X. 
Proof. It is clear that R(A) is closed (use the fact that A-l is locally 
bounded and Lemma 4). Next we prove that R(A) is open. Let f. =. Au, 
and suppose A-l is bounded on B(f, , p), (p > 0). Fix f E X, with 
Ilf -foil < P/% f  or every R > 0 there exists a u E X* satisfying 
II u - uo II < R, 
(Au, v - 4 >, (f, +T - 4 for all z, fz X*, IIw - ~011 G R 
(apply Lemma 7 withF = A, M = 0, and G = {V E X*; 11 v - us 11 < R}). 
Choosing v = u. + Rc with )I 5 1) < 1 we see that 
R Ilf- Au II G (Au -f, uo - 4 < (Au, -f, ~0 - u) < Rllfo -f Il. 
Therefore 
II Au -fo II B 2 llfo -f II < P. 
Since A-l is bounded on B(f, , p), we conclude that 11 u 11 remains 
bounded independently of R, say by M. Choosing R > M, we have 
Au=f. Q.E.D. 
By a more subtle argument, we can get the following result 
THEOREM II. Let A be a monotone mapping from X* to 2x that is 
maximal monotone as a mapping from X* to 2X**. Suppose A-l is locally 
bounded. Then R(A) = X. 
Remark. Since every monotone hemicontinuous map from X* to X 
is obviously maximal monotone from X* to 2x* , Theorem II includes 
Theorem I as a special case. 
The proof of Theorem II relies on the following. 
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LEMMA. Let J be the duality map from X* into 2x** and let A be as in 
Theorem II. Then R(A + J) 3 X. 
Proof of the Lemma. Let r+, E D(A) and let f E X be fixed. We denote 
by 5 the family of all finite-dimensional subspaces of X* containing w0 . 
It follows from Debrunner-Flor’s Lemma (see, e.g. [S]) that for FE 9 
there exists ur E 9 and wF E Jur such that 
(z+wF-f?f,---F)>o for all [v, z] E G(A) with ZI EF. 
Choosing ZI = v,, we see that 11 uF 11 = 11 wF 11 remains bounded inde- 
pendently of F. For each F, E S define 
w, = (J [UF, WFI. 
F3.YFo 
FE9 
WF, is a bounded subset of X* x X**, and therefore lVF, is relatively 
compact for the product of the weak * topologies on X* and X**. 
Let [u, w] E uF,& wFO . We have 
(WF 9 UF-U)~(wF,uF-~‘)+(WF,2,--) 
< (2 -f, ~1 - uF) + (wF , v - u) for all [v, x] E G(A), e, EF. 
We can rewrite the inequality as 
/I uF /I2 - (WF , u) < (z - f, 0 - UF) + (WF, 2’ - u), 
Therefore, we conclude that for all [v, z] E G(A), 
II~II”-(~,~)~(~-f,~--)+(~,~--), 
II~ll-(~,~)~(~-f,~---)+(~,~--). 
On the other hand, infrm,zlec(aJ (x - f + w, z, - u) < 0 (otherwise 
(z -f + w, z, - U) > 01 > 0 for all [v, z] E G(A) would imply, by the 
maximality of A in X* x X **, that [u, f - ru] E G(A)-a contradiction). 
Thus we have 
II f4 II2 G (W? 4 and II w  II2 G (w, 4 
so that I] w  II2 = 11 u II2 = (w, u) and w  E Ju. 
607/d/2-3 
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Finally, we obtain 
(Z-j+w,v-u) 30 for all [v, z] E G(A), 
i.e., [~,f - W] E G(A) and consequentlyf E Au + Ju. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem II. As before we know that R(A) is closed in X. 
It suffices to prove that IZ(A) is open in X. Let f,, E Au, and suppose A-l 
is bounded on B(f,, , p) for some p > 0. Also, we may assume without 
loss of generality that u,, = 0. Let f be an element in B(f, , p/2). By the 
previous lemma there exists u E D(A) such that Au, + EJ& 3 f. It 
follows from the monotonicity of A that 
Hence, u, remains bounded as E --+ 0 [since A-l is bounded on B(f,, , p)]. 
Therefore f E R(A) = R(A). 
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